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MIAMI PROJECT
Brooklyn, New York  October 23, 2015  Building on three years of success, including 2014's
record attendance of over 25,000 visitors, Miami Project’s fourth edition will feature fiftyfive top
galleries from around the world. Miami Project consistently builds a venue for the celebration
and acquisition of the best of art in the world to welcome the country’s top museums and
cultural institutions and an audience of important international collectors, directors, advisors,
and an extensive network of art world insiders over the fair’s five days. It is the incredible quality
of Miami Project’s exhibitors that sets the fair apart. At Miami Project, visitors are met with an
impressive survey of work by Modernist masters, providing fairgoers with the unique opportunity
to acquire work by truly established painters, sculptors, and photographers who have shaped
major artistic movements. Important contemporary artworks shown by galleries with decades of
industry experience are also presented in meaningful exhibitions, giving visitors the opportunity
to truly engage with the best in modern and contemporary artwork from around the world.
Miami Project’s previous three editions have consistently been named some of Miami Art
Week’s “most highly sought out events,” as Miami Project has secured its reputation as "the
most cuttingedge fair" that succeeds "without succumbing to sensationalist tendencies." Named
“Best Art Fair” by the 
Miami New Times
in 2013, “Miami Project demonstrates the richness to be
found if you look past the main fair.” Miami Project’s new location at The Deauville Beach
Resort will further cement its status as the best venue from which to acquire modern and
contemporary art. Building on The Deauville’s momentum as a known venue for top art fairs,
Miami Project will be a true destination during December’s Miami Art Week.

For more information about Miami Project, please visit miamiproject.com

______________________________________________________________________
ART ON PAPER
Art on Paper Miami opens Tuesday, December 1, 2015 at the Deauville Beach Resort in the
heart of Miami Beach. Building on the momentum of New York City's acclaimed Art on Paper
fair, Art on Paper Miami will feature exhibitions of paperbased art presented by twenty galleries.
Art on Paper's singular focus affords exhibitors the opportunity to innovate, to show a unique
facet of a program, or to highlight a specific body of work in a venue dedicated to the inspiration
of ideas, conversation, and patronage.
A
Time Out New York 
Critic's Pick and one of 
The New York Times'
must see March 2015 art
fairs, Art on Paper New York welcomed over 18,000 visitors and played host to compelling,
largescale installations and critically acclaimed exhibitions over four buzzing days. The fair's
fresh Miami counterpart will be a similar forum for the exploration of a medium  a space for
intimate conversation between exhibitor and collector with a refreshing focus on the artwork
itself. Sasha Wolf, of her eponymous Lower East Side Gallery, returns to the fair, and James
Stroud, of Boston's Center Street Studio, joins Art on Paper to direct the fair's tightly curated
print program, bringing several of the country's top publishers into one accessible,
collectorfriendly space.
For more information about Art on Paper Miami please visit thepaperfair.com/miami
____________________________________________________________________________
THE DEAUVILLE BEACH RESORT
Miami Project and Art on Paper Miami will take full advantage of The Deauville Hotel’s
beachfront location. The former home of NADA’s Miami art fair will now include a food and
beverage program highlighting top Miami and New York City based chefs and cocktail
programs. The fairs will offer visitors trendsetting food and drink in an exciting new lounge
adjacent to the Deauville’s popular oceanfront pool. The Deauville will also play host to several
public installations, featuring innovative work by both Miami Project and Art on Paper artists.
Visitors to the fairs will also be invited to visit SATELLITE, a series of onsite and offsite
projects and events fostering experiential and exploratory interactions with art. SATELLITE will
populate The Deauville and its parking garage along with several outofthebox Miami Beach
properties, transforming an entire neighborhood into an experiential art destination.

HOURS, LOCATION & TICKETING
Preview
Tuesday, December 1, 2015
5:00pm  10:00pm

General Hours
Wednesday, December 2, 2015 | 11:00am to 7:00pm
Thursday, December 3, 2015 | 11:00am to 7:00pm
Friday, December 4, 2015 | 11:00am to 7:00pm
Saturday, December 5, 2015 | 11:00am to 7:00pm
Sunday, December 6, 2015 | 12:00pm to 6:00pm
ABOUT ART MARKET PRODUCTIONS
Art Market Productions is a Brooklyn
based production firm owned and operated by Max Fishko
and Jeffrey Wainhause. Working in concert with a talented and passionate network of dealers,
curators, and arts professionals, Art Market Productions is proud to present forward thinking,
progressive, and successful events across the country.
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